The program also looks into the performance of the new salesmen, who sell the products made by the company. The salesmen are divided into several sections, each of which is responsible for a specific area of the country. 

For the housing market, the company has developed a new housing project in the suburbs of Detroit, which is scheduled to be completed next year. The project includes 500 units of housing, ranging from single-family homes to townhouses. 

The layout of the project includes a community center, a playground, and a park area. The company has also set aside a portion of the land for a school, which will be built by the city. The school will be used by students from the surrounding area. 

The company is also working on a new office building in downtown Detroit. The building will house the company's headquarters and include a large conference center. The company plans to open the building in the fall of 2022. 

For more information about the company, please visit their website at www.abcinc.com. 

The program was produced by ABC News and directed by John Smith. The narrator was Jane Doe, and the producer was Alice Brown. 

The program was broadcast on ABC News at 8:00 PM on Monday, July 1st.
**Olin Unhealthy**

By JIM SERBA

Michigan State News, East Lansing, Michigan

NO ONE NEEDS to tell MSU students that the facilities at Olin Health Center are inadequate. Any student who has been to the center knows that the hospital is grossly understaffed and under-equipped.

When Olin was expanded in 1957, it was designed to serve a maximum of 30,000 students. With more than 35,000 students expected on campus this fall, the situation at Olin will be completely lacking.

**Brother, Can You Spare**

By JIM SERBA

Michigan State News, East Lansing, Michigan

Recently, a couple of students have been forced to wait hours for treatment at Olin. If the Trustees do not approve a request by President Hannah that the Board consider expanding the Health Center, the situation will be completely lacking.

**LETTER TO THE EDITOR**

By PROF. AMAZED AND AMUSED

Michigan State News, East Lansing, Michigan

In the Editor.

As a student, I have more than once heard the term "democratic process" used to justify the slow and difficult process of change.

We need a democracy that responds promptly to the people's needs and desires. In the past, major changes have often been implemented without the proper consultation and input from those affected.

It is time that we demand a more responsive and democratic process.
**STEP Sent Educators, Not Agitators**

**By CHAR JOLLES**

**State News Staff Writer**

Last in a series of articles detailing the experiences of Michigan State University faculty members as STEP volunteers, this article focuses on the interactions between the STEP volunteers and the students at Rust College.

**STEP Contributed More Than Classes**

Members of Michigan State's STEP delegation to Rust College included about 23 students and 16 faculty and staff members. The delegation aimed to contribute to Rust College's educational environment by serving as consultants to the student teachers, taught Rust college students, and participated in a workshop on programmed registration cards and ways to teach accounting.

**Rick Houghton, who received a masters degree in history from Rust's IBM equipment,**

said that the STEP volunteers were mostly of rolling hills, she said. "It's a beautiful place in the South. The students will teach the STEP volunteers more with curiosity than interference. They created an image we had to overcome."

"There are not as many cranks down here, like there is everywhere else. The only difference is that we would be the targets for it."

The STEP volunteers used many facilities in the college to get a feel for the college. Miss Leichter cited the swimming pool as the cause of the "tensest" situation the group encountered. But in the "tensest" situation, the group encountered, the STEP volunteers found the lackadaisical climate slows the living pace there, and most of Mississippi's highest hill is covered by a forest of a county only.
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Two obscure, dusty Indian village leaders, one radically different from the other, have come to realize that they are part of a larger community and virtually ignored in the other. Under the pressure of communicative research, Jadav and his team found that even small, seemingly insignificant changes in the practices of the two villages had a significant impact on the community's development and income. These changes, though small, were the seeds of future growth and prosperity. Jadav, in his research, has come to realize that the success of any community depends on the ability of its leaders to adapt to change and find new opportunities for growth and development.
Professor Satirizes Government Plan To Build Canyon Dam

"Then the Grand Canyon, full of the glory of the Father, is called the 'Cradle of the West'," declared Secretary of the Interior Stewart at a recent conference on water resources.

"But... if we build two new dams in the Grand Canyon, the story of the West will be... made a myth." Stewart then proceeded to explain the effects of such a plan.

Stewart is not the first to voice concern over the government's plans to dam the Grand Canyon. Dr. John B. Nance, a prominent geologist, has long been a critic of such projects.

"One should never underestimate the power of water," Nance said. "It is our greatest asset and should be treated with care and respect."

And so the debate continues, with advocates and critics on both sides of the aisle, as the future of the Grand Canyon hangs in the balance.
**GO GO 507**

**MSU has a brand new BOOK STORE**

Across from Berkey Hall

- Easy to reach
- Offers your Fall needs
- New Ideas & Location & Super Bargains
- The only complete student store
- The strip where students go

**CAMPUS BOOK STORE**

507 E. Grand River

**HURRY LAST 2 DAYS**

Paul Newman Patricia Neal in "HUD" 2:00-6:00 10:00-4:30

**PROFESSORS ENTERTAINING**

- Princess Grace of Monaco
- Clara Bardsley
- Bart Corley
- John Shubert
- Wally Draper
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Dilley Dallies Not; Wins European Trip

By LARRY MOORE

State News Staff Writer

Mr. Dilley is the only American swimmer ever to have won two Olympic medals in the same year. He took the 100 and 200-meter backstroke titles in London and the 100 and 200-meter backstroke titles in Rome.

Although the medals of gold, Dilley decided to compete in other meets in Europe during the summer of 1966. This decision was made after the Olympics, where he won a total of six medals, including two golds.

Dilley, who is a graduate of the University of Michigan, has been recognized for his dedication and hard work in the sport of swimming. He was particularly focused on improving his technique in the backstroke, which has earned him numerous accolades.

Nancy New

Diving Aide

The swimming season won't start until Valentine's Day, but Dilley has already started his training. He has been working on his technique and has set a goal to swim the 100-meter backstroke in under 1 minute. The 100-meter backstroke is one of the events he will compete in during the upcoming season.

In the meantime, Dilley has been working on other events, such as the 100- and 200-meter backstroke. He has been training with his coach, Ken Genova, who has helped him improve his stroke efficiency.

Do You Really . . . .

Like great books
Like great bargains

Here’s your chance to get both

Origionally priced at 200 to 350 NOW 190 to 1749

THE TREASURY OF THE GUN, by Harold L. Petersen. The fascinating story of the development of the world’s most famous firearms. Fully illustrated. A classic. Pub. at $15.00 special $14.95

PARIS IN COLOUR, by Peter Corcoran. With 120 brilliant colour plates, plus many others. 8 full colour plates. An exhaustive study of Paris. Pub. at $15.00 special $11.95

BECOMING A REALIST, by J. Archibald Mowat. The story of a young man’s journey into the world of fishing. Pub. at $15.00 special $11.95

DOGS, Over 100 Photographs by Walter Chandley. A book of canine excellence. Pub. at $15.00 special $9.95

WILD FLOWERS OF AMERICA, by R.W. Bean. Over 400 photographs of North American wild flowers. Pub. at $15.00 special $9.95

HISTORY OF PROFESSIONAL FOOTBALL, by Harold “Spike” McCaffree. Over 500 pages. Pub. at $15.00 special $11.95

WINS & SPIRITS, by Wm. E. Massee. Over 500 pages. Pub. at $15.00 special $11.95

WINES & SPIRITS, by Wm. E. Massee. Over 500 pages. Pub. at $15.00 special $11.95

WORLD-WIDE HISTORY OF MEN-OF-ARMS. By Richard Bowood. With 285 pictures of which 52 are in color. An international work on the history of soldiers, including uniforms, traditions, and famous battles. Pub. at $15.00 special $9.95

ACADEMIC PRESS

W.A. BENJAMIN CO.

ADDISON-WESLEY

AMERICAN ELSEVIER

BLAISDELL

INTERNATIONAL TEXTBOOK

McGRAW HILL

HARPER & ROW

Don’t miss these and many, many other great books.

The supply is limited so stop in early

Agents For The Following Publishers

Academic Press
Addison-Wesley
W.A. Benjamin Co.
Blaisdell
American Elsevier
International Textbook
McGraw Hill
MIT Press
Prentice Hall
John Wiley & Row
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